
How would you gauge someone’s experience and training?

So it doesn’t really matter what kind of training you do?

So there’s nothing specific that amounts to a sufficient 
training, it’s about looking at a broad picture of people’s 
development. And the important experience of being supervised 
in particular, could that equally come out of either training or 
practical experience?

It seems like you’re talking as much about orientation here 
as capability. 

So do you just trust that the operational skills fall out of that 
attitude, or are you saying that the skills are a minimum and 
the thing that makes the difference is the attitude?
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What qualities would you expect/look for in a coach who 
you would consider using in your organisation? 
I’d be looking for qualities in four main areas: coaching 
experience or training and experience in business; I’m 
also interested in people who’ve travelled their own 
journey (which will be linked with training if they go the 
psychotherapeutic route), and something around gravitas 
- the X factor, that’s a bit more difficult to explain 
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Precious in terms of the nature of their relationship with the 
client?

So looking at qualifications, it seems that a qualification is a 
door you can open and investigate, rather than a guarantee. Do 
you foresee a time when that will change, when you’ll be able 
to take a given qualification as some kind of guarantee?

You’ve also talked about being able to operate in a business 
environment. Can you expand on that?

So it’s about being able to talk the language. How exactly does 
that enhance the coaching relationship?

But we can all think of people who can hold real sway in 
business who use the language of psychology, counselling or 
coaching a great deal.

From what we’ve discussed so far, it’s very clear that you 
could come from a number of different backgrounds and still 
make the meaningful connection you need to as a coach. But I 
know that you use people with very senior business experience, 
what’s the attraction of using these people?

So does an HR director make a better coach than a 
psychotherapist?

Charles, thank you very much.
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